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INLAND ICE-SHEET THINNING NEAR DOME C, 

EAST ANTARCTICA, CAUSED BY POST-WISCONSINAN 

SEA- LEVEL RISE 

(Abstract) 
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A rise of sea-level causes a wave of thinning to 
move upglacier on an ice sheet ending in the sea, but 
near-coastal perturbations must be large to affect 
inland regions significantly. The ice divide at Dome 
C, East Antarctica, is calculated to have thinned by 
110 m owing to the post-Wisconsinan rise of sea-level 
but thinning has been only 75 m if the accumulation 
rate increased by 10% from Wisconsinan to modern 
values. 

These results are obtained using an ice-flow model 
that explicitly includes longitudinal-deviatoric 
stresses. We assume two-dimens ional power-law creep 
over a horizontal bed, and take the flow-law parameter 
and longitudinal-deviatoric stress to be weighted 
averages over depth. The flow-law equations for longi
tudinal and shear deformation with exponent equal to 
3 are then averaged over thickness by integrating 
explicitly. The two resulting equations, plus the 
continuity equation and a bottom-sliding relation, 
describe nonsteady glacial flow. If the bottom
sliding relation is correctly specified , this model 
is applicable to all grounded ice. 

To model response of the East Antarctic ice sheet 
to a post-Wisconsinan rise of sea-level, a Wiscon
sinan-maximum ice sheet is generated with the Vialov 
(1958) profile extending to the edge of the continen
tal shelf . Bottom sliding is assumed to be negligible. 
Values of the flow-law parameter are chosen so that 
the Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet is in steady-state 
with the accumulation-rate distribution selected. 
Modern accumulation rate is determined from Bull 
(1971); Wisconsinan-maximum accumulation rate is 
taken to be some percentage of the modern value. The 
model is driven by specified thinning near the pres
ent coast from Wisconsinan-maximum to modern thick
ness, occurring at the same time as sea-level rise; 
this simulates ice-sheet response to sea-level rise 
and associated isostatic adjustment. This is a fair 
representation because sea-level rise causes ground
ing-line retreat and near-coastal thinning with 
little time delay (Thomas and Bentley 1978). 

Model results show that a rise of sea-level 
causes a wave of thinning to propagate upglacier on 
an ice sheet in which the terminal position is con
trolled by sea-level. The wave of thinning is strong
ly slowed, diffused" and damped as it moves upglacier; 
thus , perturbations near the coast must be large and 
have long periods to affect inland regions. Perturb
ations caused by processes not modeled here, such as 
delayed isostatic adjustment or small-scale oscilla
tions in sea-level, are smaller and have shorter 
periods than the perturbation caused by the major 
post-Wisconsinan sea-level rise; thus, modeling these 
processes would not alter total calculated thinning 
in inland regions significantly. Longitudinal 
stresses are found to be relatively unimportant to 
the nonsteady response of the East Antarctic ice 
sheet, but may prove to be important in regions such 
as ice streams. 

For linear thinning near the modern Sabrina Coast 
(67°00' S 119°30 ' El from the Wisconsinan-maximum thick
ness to the modern thickness caused by sea-level rise 
between 15 and 5 ka BP (Milliman and Emery 1968) we 
calculate that the ice sheet near Dome C, East 
Antarctica, has thinned by 110 m, and that the re
sponse is now 70% complete. A sensitivity study shows 
that, for values chosen within reasonable limits, 
this result is almost independent of assumed flow
line length for the Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet 
and of timing of sea-level rise. The result is also 
almost independent of reasonable variations in the 
flow-law parameter, such as would be required if the 
Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet were not initially in 
s teady-s tate. 

Accumulation rate probably changed at the close 
of the Wisconsinan, and calculated values of total 
thinning are sensitive to assumed accumulation rate. 
Total post-Wisconsinan thinning at Dome C owing to 
the combined effects of sea-level rise and of a step 
change in accumulation rate taking place 15 ka BP are 
shown in Figure 1, along with various estimates of 
the change in accumulation rate. The effect after 
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Birehfield and WeeT'tman: Abstruct 

15 ka of change in accumulation rate is only 90% of 
that predicted by Whillans (1981) because in this 
model the position of the outer edge of the ice sheet 
is controlled and this limits elevation changes of 
the ice sheet. For a 10% increase in accumulation 
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Fig.1. Total thickness change at Dome C over the 
last 15 ka owing to sea-level rise and to a step 
increase in accumulation rate 15 ka BP. Approximate 
percentage increases in accumulation rate from 
Wisconsinan-maximum to modern values are: (1) about 
10% increase calculated by John Bolzan (personal 
communication 1983), (2) little change in accumul
ation rate, based on microparticle data of Thompson 
and others (1981), (3) 33% increase (Lorius and 
others 1984), (4) 50% increase (Robin 1977). 

rate from Wisconsinan to Holocene values, the ice 
sheet at Dome C has thinned by 110 m owing to post
Wisconsinan rise in sea-level and has thickened by 
approximately 35 m owing to post-Wisconsinan increase 
in accumulation rate, resulting in a total thinning 
of about 75 m over the last 15 ka. 
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ON LONG-PERIOD INTERNAL OSCILLATIONS IN A SIMPLE 

CLIMATE MODEL WITH AN ICE SHEET 

(Abstract) 

by 

G. E. Birchfield 
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Applied Mathematics, Northwestern University, Evanston, IllinOIS 60201, U.S.A.) 

and 

J. Weertman 

(Department of Geological Sciences and Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, IllinOIS 60201, U.s.A.) 

We review numerical modeling studies of long
period oscillations which are inherent in ice-sheet 
physics. Such studies are relevant to the 100 ka com
ponent found in proxy ice volume time series. We show 
that earlier results which were suggestive of low
frequency oscillations now appear to be an artifact 
of nonlinear numerical instabilities in the models. 

Some specific sources of such numerical instabilities 
arising from the integration of the highly nonlinear 
equations in ice sheet models are mentioned. At present, 
the best numerical ice sheet/climate model does not 
appear to display a tendency to low frequency self
sustained oscillations. 
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